Observer Authorization

This form permits:

1. The Head of a Local-wide slate,
2. The Head of a Non-Local-wide slate (Division, Section or Convention) or,
3. Independent candidates, to designate a member in good standing to observe any part of the election procedure.

Please print clearly:  Date: _______________

Division: __________________________________________________________

Slate or candidate’s office:  ____________________________________________

I, (candidates name) ___________________________ pass # _______________

authorize ___________________________ pass # _______________

to observe the election procedure on my behalf. I fully understand the rules for “Observers” as written in Section III of the 2018 Election Rules (“Election Procedure”) and in Section VI (8) (“…Observer Rules”) and agree to bear sole responsibility for the conduct of the member in good standing named above.

Head of Local-wide slate signature: ________________________________

Head of Non-Local-wide slate signature: ____________________________

Independent candidate’s signature: ________________________________

Issued by the TWU Local 100 Elections Committee

Tel: 212.873.6000 – ext 2089, 2061 & 2059 Fax: 646.998.7150

elections2018@twulocal100.org
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